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Sri Ratul Kalita,

S/O Sri Mantu Kalita,
Resident of

- Dhekiajuli Town, [No.10
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. .
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-
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JUDGMENT
This revision petition has been filed under section 3971399 of

1.

CrPC

against the order dated 0910512022 and 2710712022, passed by the
learned JMFC, Sonitpur Smt. D. Nath, in PRC case number 9L31202L.

The case of the revision petitioner Sri Ratul Kalita is that he is the

2.

husband of the informant Smt. Rupa Kalita, in the PRC case referred
above. The informant lodged a FIR against her husband, that is, the
present petitioner on 31/0312020, alleging that he had been torturing

the informant physically and mentally since long. It has been alleged
that the petitioner had harassed his wife by demanding money and
on 31/0312020 at about 9:30 PM the petitioner assaulted her with

a

dao and she sustained injury in her left hand. The petitioner also
assaulted his mother-in-law and threatened to kill her.
3. On

the basis of that FIR, Dhekiajuli

PS Case number L7912002 was

registered under section 498A13261307135415061379 IPC. After
completion of investigation a Charge Sheet was submitted against
the revision petitioner showing him as an absconder. Cognizance of

the offence was taken by the learned Magistrate and summons was

once issued

to the petitioner, but the same was not served.

However, on 2210312022 the learned Magistrate passed an ordqy for

issuance

of non bailable

warrant

of arrest (NBWA)

against the

accused, observing that the accused was declared absconder and the

alleged offences against him are exclusively triable by the Court of
Sessions. Thereafter
.

on 0910512022 the NBWA was re-issued when

the same was returned without executlon and again on 2710712022 it
was directed to issue a fresh NBWA against the accused.
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4. Being highly aggrieved by the above orders, the revision petitioner
has filed this petition, inter alia, on the following grounds:

i)

The order dated 2210312022, 0910512022 and 2710712022 are
bad in law and liable to be set aside.

ii)

Though the accused/petitioner was shown as absconder by the
police in the Charge Sheet, the Court is not bound to accept

the same.

iii)

The respondent left the house of the petitioner after

an

altercation but thereafter she came back and now she has
been living with him happily.

lv)

No summons was ever serued upon the petitioner. The NBWA
was issued mechanically.

5. I have heard the learned counsel for the revision petitioner and also
the learned Addl. PP for the state and I have perused the materials
on record.
6. The order sheet

of

PRC case No 913/2021 reveals

that cognizance of

the offence was taken vide order dated 07.09.202L and it was
ordered to issue summons to the accused person on that date.
Thereafter on 20.t2.2021 the Court ordered that since no t.ri.u
report has been received, fresh summons be issued. The next date
was fixed on 22,03.2022. However, on 22.03.2022, the Court passed

the following order: "Accused is absent. No S/R has returned. Perusal

of the C/R reflects that the

accused was declared absconder.

Moreover, alleged offences against him are exclusively triable by
Hon'ble Court of Sessions. Considering the above aspect, let NBWA
D^.,i^i^^
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be issued against the Accused. Fix 09.05.22 for app." Subsequently

on

09.05.2022 order was made

for re-issue of

NBWA and on

27.07.2022 order was made for fresh issue of NBWA.

7. It appears from the above that the learned

JMFC issued non bailable

warrant of arrest against the accused on the ground that he was
declared absconder. The accused was shown as absconder in the
Charge Sheet. However, the law is settled that police cannot declare

a

person as absconder.

Assam 2011

In Kabir Ahmed (M.D.) vs. State of

(1) GLT 561 the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court had

observed thus ...1t is needless to reiterate that a police officer has no

authority under the law to declare a person absconder.

It is the

judicial Court who can only pass an order as absconder... (Emphasis
supplied). In this case the learned JMFC relied on the Charge Sheet

to infer that the accused was declared absconder. This is an
apparent error in the order dated 22.03.2022.

8. Issuance of a non bailable warrant of arrest entails curtailment of
persgnal liberty of an individual. Hence, such a warrant should not
generally be issued in the first instance. If the Court is satisfied that

the accused will not appear before the Court if a summons or a
bailable warrant of arrest is issued; the Court should record that
satisfaction

in the order before issuing NBWA. In Inder ttotran

Goswami and Ors. vs. State of Uttaranchal and Ors. (2OO7)L2
SCC 150 the Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed thus ...As far as

possiblq if the court is of the opinion that a summon will suffice in
getting the appearance of the accused in the court, the summon or

.the bailable warants should be prefered. The warranb either
baitable or non-bailable should never be issued without proper
.-;.-i^^l
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scrutiny

of facts and complete

application

of minQ due'to

the

extremely serious conseguences and ramifications which ensue on
issuance of warants. The court must very carefully examine whether

the Criminal Complaint or FIR has not been filed with an oblique
motive,

9. In Satender Kumar Antil vs. Central Bureau of Investigation

and Ors. AIR 2022 SC3386 the apex court has observed thus
...31. When the courts seek the attendance of a person, either a
summons or

a warant is to be issued depending

upon the nature

and facB governing the case. Section 87 gives the discretion to the
court to issue a warant, either in lieu of or in addition to summons.
The exercise of the aforesaid power ban only be done after recording

of reasons. A warant can be either bailable or non-bailable. Section
BB

of the Code empowers the Court to take a bond for appearance

a person with

of

or without sureties.

32. Considering the aforesaid two provisions, courts will have to
adopt the procedure in issuing summons first, thereafter a bailable
warrant, and then

a

non-bailable warrant may be issueQ

if so

warranteQ as held by this Coutt in Inder Mohan Goswami v, State

of

Uttaranchal, (2007) 12 SCC 1. Despite the aforesaid clear dictum, we

notice that non-bailabte warrants are issued as a matter of course

without due application

of mind and against the tenor of

the

provision, which merely facilitates a discretion, which is obviously to
be exercised in favour of the person whose attendance is sought for,
particutarty

J

r)

@g*_

in the light of liberty enshrined

Under Article 21 of the

given for not
.Constitution. Therefore, valid reasons have to be
exercising discretion in favour of the said person.
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10.

In view of the above discussions, it may be inferred that the

orders dated 22.03.2022, 09.05.2022 and 27.07.2022 passed by the

learned JMFC, Sonitpur
accordance

in

PRC Case

No 913 of 202L are not

with law and the same needs to be set aside.

in

The

learned Court had considered the accused as an absconder, based on

the fact that he was shown as such by the IO in the Charge Sheet.
Moreover,

the learned Court had not shown any reason which

compelled her to believe that a summons or a bailable WA will not

be sufficient to procure the attendance of the accused. Accordingly

the orders mentioned above are set aside. The learned JMFC

is

directed to issue the processes in accordance with the law.

11.

Let the lower Couft record'be sent back with a copy of this

judgment.

L2.

Given under my hand and sea! of this Court on this 3'd day of

September,2022.

UY*iElorl*a--''

(Nisanta Goswami)
Addl. Sessions Judge, FTC
Sonitpur, Tezpur
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